
Workshop Equipment 

Hoist Used to raise vehicles to give access 
underneath 

Inspection light Used to light up a dark area 

Bench vice Used to securely clamp components 

Battery charger Used to recharge a battery 

Air compressor Used to supply air pressure for 
pneumatic equipment 

Lubricating Equipment Used to lubricate the tools to keep them 
in good working order 

Oil filter removal tool Used to remove oil filters during oil 
changes 

Parts wash Used to clean grease and oil from 
automotive parts 

Brakes wash machine Used to clean brake parts and protect 
technicians from brake dust 

Steam cleaner Used to clean stubborn dirt, oil and 
grease from automotive components 

Bench grinder Used for sharpening, rounding and 
removing sharp edges 

Drill press Used to help when drilling a hole 

Hydraulic press Used to aid installation or extraction of 
components 

Mig welder Used to weld metal together 

Tyre machine Used to help in the removal and refitting 
of a tyre 

Wheel aligner Used to measure wheel angles 



Workshop Equipment 

Tunescope Used to help the tuning of an engine by 
displaying electrical circuit patterns 

Inspection mirror  Used for viewing difficult to see 
components 

Magnet Used to pick up nuts and bolts that have 
fallen into hard to reach areas 

Parts tray Used to store nuts and bolts when 
disassembling engine components 

Floor Creeper Used for the technician to lie on when 
working under vehicles 

Protective covers Used on seats and carpets to prevent 
grease and grime getting on them 

Workshop manuals Used to get service, repair and 
disassembly/assembly information 

Axle stands Used to support a vehicle when a hoist is 
unavailable 

Grease gun Used to apply lubrication under pressure 
to joints 

Engine lifter Used to raise and support heavy 
automotive components 

Extractor fans Used to remove harmful gases from the 
workshop 

 

 

 

 

Print, laminate and cut out for a matching the workshop equipment with 
the use activity 


